
We observe all legislation and government requi-

rements, including the European Directive 93/42/

EEC on medical devices. We are certified accor-

ding to EN/ISO 13485, and all our products are 

CE-marked.

Designed to ensure 

optimum working 

conditions for the 

staff and maximum 
comfort for the user

SPECIAL

COUCHES
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2-part ECCO/EKG  
examination couch

Couch with offset lifting system and opening in the lying 

surface to have good working condition for ECCO/ECG 

measurements. The opening on the lying surface is le-

aving space for electrodes. The lid for the opening can 

be parked, so that it doesn’t interfere. The couch can be 

lowered for easy access from a wheelchair.

2-part ECCO/EKG examination couch

Product no.: EKG2CBRA

3-part leg couch

With a fixed seat part, and the possibility to angle the 

back and leg part upward. 

Lying surface with an artificial leather in a quality that can 

withstand cleaning in alcohol and chlorine. High quality 

foam in the cushions for best comfort. There is chrome 

frame that protects cushions from collisions. The couch 

can be lowered for easy access from a wheelchair.

3-part endoscopy couch

Product no.: U-2000

HMI no.: 89897

3-part endoscopy couch

Made with two back-rests, so the couch doesn’t need to 

be unlocked and rotated when switching patients lying 

position. 

Good hygienic conditions with lying surface cushions 

without seams and iron frames. Artificial leather in a  

quality that can withstand cleaning in alcohol and chlo-

rine. High quality foam in the cushions for best comfort. 

The couch is with electric adjustment of height and 

both back rests. Trendelenburg and anti-Trendelenburg  

function.

3-part endoscopy couch

Product no.: SØ40000
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Shower couch, length 1900  
or length 2400 with scissors  
or column lift

Care and washing in a shower couch with excellent wor-

king conditions. Bed guards can be positioned parallel 

to the bed surface and thereby facilitate the transfer.

Fixed or detachable headboards, mattress with good 

comfort and proper drainage with screwed on flex 

hose. The couch can be lowered for easy access from a  

wheelchair. Stable and with the best wheels that make it 

easy to move and with central brake system. Equipped 

with battery function so wiring can be avoided. Good 

hygiene mattress support formed in one piece light alloy.

Shower couch, scissors lift 1900

Product no.: BRUSE-SAKS-1900

HMI no.: 103220

Shower couch, scissors lift 2140

Product no.: BRUSE-SAKS-2140

HMI no.: 103223

2-part shower couch  
with lifted surface

Lifted lying surface with a tub under for collecting dirt 

and water. Bed guards. Good comfort and proper  

drainage with screwed on flex hose. 

The couch can be lowered for easy access from a  

wheelchair. Stable and with the best wheels that 

make it easy to move around and with central brake  

system. Equipped with battery function so wiring can be  

avoided.

2-part shower couch with lifted surface

Product no.: BRUSE-SAKS-1000

HMI no.: 105502
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Tilt couch with foot plate or 
divided adjustable footplates

Tilt function for rehabilitation, blood pressure tests and 

patients with syncope. Can be tilted 0-90 degrees and at 

0 degrees function as a normal couch. Equipment rails 

on both sides. Degree indicator at 0 – 60 -90 degrees.

Emergency lowering function device can bring the couch 

surface to 0 degrees easily and quietly if everything fails. 

Can be equipped with armrests and straps. Central  

brake system.

Tilt couch with foot plate

Product no.: VP1000-10 
HMI no.: 89899

Tilt couch with adjustable footplates

Product no.: VP1000

Rehabilitation couch

Couch that can be tilted up to 45 degrees on the long 

side, so that the patient feels pressure under the feet. 

2-part surface with back rest and mattress.

All four sides can be built up in two layers and are all 

build as cushions. The wheels are pulled up when the 

couch tilts so it stands stable and firm.

Rehabilitation couch

Product no.: TR2-10000 
HMI no.: 79758



WE HELP  
YOU MAKE A  
DIFFERENCE

Rehab-Care develops, manufactures, services and re-

pairs high-quality equipment and aids for the nursing 

and health sectors – e.g. hospitals, medical clinics and 

nursing homes.

At Rehab-Care the user’s demands and needs are al-

ways in focus in the development and production of 

equipment and aids for hospitals, clinics and the nursing 

sector.

All Rehab-Care products are designed to ensure opti-

mum working conditions for the staff and maximum 

comfort for the user.

We have detailed knowledge of all models, and we can 

customize our products to suit functional as well as 

aesthetic needs.

Our products need to be practical and functional, but we 

want them to look great too. If you have special wishes 

for e.g. upholstery colour, etc., we will customize it to 

suit your wishes and needs.

Your daily life should not be disrupted by long periods of 

interruption. We therefore service equipment on a day-

to-day basis. We offer this service for both our own and 

third-party products.

All our prototypes are tested in co-operation with the 

Danish Technological Institute and other external con-

sultants.

See all our products at rehabcare.dk


